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Understanding And Learning Statistics By Computer 1986-06-01 this textbook provides an introduction to statistics for
computer users or computer science undergraduates the main emphasis here is on how to use the computer to understand
statistics and to facilitate statistical computation since the stress is on the basic concepts the mathematics is kept as simple as
possible programming exercises are included in every chapter which can be run on any present day microcomputer this book
provides a prerequisite for more complicated statistical procedures or individual special applications
Computer Intensive Methods in Statistics 2019-11-27 this textbook gives an overview of statistical methods that have been
developed during the last years due to increasing computer use including random number generators monte carlo methods
markov chain monte carlo mcmc methods bootstrap em algorithms simex variable selection density estimators kernel estimators
orthogonal and local polynomial estimators wavelet estimators splines and model assessment computer intensive methods in
statistics is written for students at graduate level but can also be used by practitioners features presents the main ideas of
computer intensive statistical methods gives the algorithms for all the methods uses various plots and illustrations for explaining
the main ideas features the theoretical backgrounds of the main methods includes r codes for the methods and examples silvelyn
zwanzig is an associate professor for mathematical statistics at uppsala university she studied mathematics at the humboldt
university in berlin before coming to sweden she was assistant professor at the university of hamburg in germany she received
her ph d in mathematics at the academy of sciences of the gdr since 1991 she has taught statistics for undergraduate and
graduate students her research interests have moved from theoretical statistics to computer intensive statistics behrang mahjani
is a postdoctoral fellow with a ph d in scientific computing with a focus on computational statistics from uppsala university
sweden he joined the seaver autism center for research and treatment at the icahn school of medicine at mount sinai new york in
september 2017 and was formerly a postdoctoral fellow at the karolinska institutet stockholm sweden his research is focused on
solving large scale problems through statistical and computational methods
Probability and Statistics for Computer Science 2011-09-09 comprehensive and thorough development of both probability and
statistics for serious computer scientists goal oriented to present the mathematical analysis underlying probability results special
emphases on simulation and discrete decision theory mathematically rich but self contained text at a gentle pace review of
calculus and linear algebra in an appendix mathematical interludes in each chapter which examine mathematical techniques in
the context of probabilistic or statistical importance numerous section exercises summaries historical notes and further readings
for reinforcement of content
Contemporary Statistics 1994 praise for the second edition the author has done his homework on the statistical tools needed for
the particular challenges computer scientists encounter he has taken great care to select examples that are interesting and
practical for computer scientists the content is illustrated with numerous figures and concludes with appendices and an index the
book is erudite and could work well as a required text for an advanced undergraduate or graduate course computing reviews
probability and statistics for computer scientists third edition helps students understand fundamental concepts of probability and
statistics general methods of stochastic modeling simulation queuing and statistical data analysis make optimal decisions under
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uncertainty model and evaluate computer systems and prepare for advanced probability based courses written in a lively style
with simple language and now including r as well as matlab this classroom tested book can be used for one or two semester
courses features axiomatic introduction of probability expanded coverage of statistical inference and data analysis including
estimation and testing bayesian approach multivariate regression chi square tests for independence and goodness of fit
nonparametric statistics and bootstrap numerous motivating examples and exercises including computer projects fully annotated
r codes in parallel to matlab applications in computer science software engineering telecommunications and related areas in
depth yet accessible treatment of computer science related topics starting with the fundamentals of probability the text takes
students through topics heavily featured in modern computer science computer engineering software engineering and associated
fields such as computer simulations monte carlo methods stochastic processes markov chains queuing theory statistical inference
and regression it also meets the requirements of the accreditation board for engineering and technology abet about the author
michael baron is david carroll professor of mathematics and statistics at american university in washington d c he conducts
research in sequential analysis and optimal stopping change point detection bayesian inference and applications of statistics in
epidemiology clinical trials semiconductor manufacturing and other fields m baron is a fellow of the american statistical
association and a recipient of the abraham wald prize for the best paper in sequential analysis and the regents outstanding
teaching award m baron holds a ph d in statistics from the university of maryland in his turn he supervised twelve doctoral
students mostly employed on academic and research positions
Probability and Statistics for Computer Scientists 2019-06-25 tabulations graphical representations and properties of
observed distributions the numerical characteristics of observed distributions introduction to fortran programming the
fundamental of fortran fortran lists and loops mathematical models for discrete random variables mathematical models for
continuous random variables fundamentals of sampling theory applications of sampling theory introduction to statistical decision
making statistical applications of decision theory regression and correlation an introduction to experimental design other uses of
the chi square distribution sample survey design statistical classification
Introduction to Statistics and Computer Programming 1975 this textbook is aimed at computer science undergraduates
late in sophomore or early in junior year supplying a comprehensive background in qualitative and quantitative data analysis
probability random variables and statistical methods including machine learning with careful treatment of topics that fill the
curricular needs for the course probability and statistics for computer science features a treatment of random variables and
expectations dealing primarily with the discrete case a practical treatment of simulation showing how many interesting
probabilities and expectations can be extracted with particular emphasis on markov chains a clear but crisp account of simple
point inference strategies maximum likelihood bayesian inference in simple contexts this is extended to cover some confidence
intervals samples and populations for random sampling with replacement and the simplest hypothesis testing a chapter dealing
with classification explaining why it s useful how to train svm classifiers with stochastic gradient descent and how to use
implementations of more advanced methods such as random forests and nearest neighbors a chapter dealing with regression
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explaining how to set up use and understand linear regression and nearest neighbors regression in practical problems a chapter
dealing with principal components analysis developing intuition carefully and including numerous practical examples there is a
brief description of multivariate scaling via principal coordinate analysis a chapter dealing with clustering via agglomerative
methods and k means showing how to build vector quantized features for complex signals illustrated throughout each main
chapter includes many worked examples and other pedagogical elements such as boxed procedures definitions useful facts and
remember this short tips problems and programming exercises are at the end of each chapter with a summary of what the reader
should know instructor resources include a full set of model solutions for all problems and an instructor s manual with
accompanying presentation slides
Probability and Statistics for Computer Science 2017-12-13 some of the exclusive features of the book are every concept has
been explained with the help of solved examples working rules showing the various steps for the applications of formulae have
also been given the diagrams and graphs have been neatly and correctly drawn in such a way that the students have the
complete understanding of the problem by simply looking at them efforts have been made to make the subject thoroughly
exhaustive and nothing important has been omitted answer to all the problems have been thoroughly checked it is a user friendly
book containing many solved problems and
Computer-related Mathematics and Statistics 1988 statistics and computing share many close relationships computing now
permeates every aspect of statistics from pure description to the development of statistical theory at the same time the
computational methods used in statistical work span much of computer science elements of statistical computing covers the
broad usage of computing in statistics it provides a comprehensive account of the most important computational statistics
included are discussions of numerical analysis numerical integration and smoothing the author give special attention to floating
point standards and numerical analysis iterative methods for both linear and nonlinear equation such as gauss seidel method and
successive over relaxation and computational methods for missing data such as the em algorithm also covered are new areas of
interest such as the kalman filter projection pursuit methods density estimation and other computer intensive techniques
Introduction to Business Statistics 1986 need to learn statistics as part of your job or want some help passing a statistics
course statistics in a nutshell is a clear and concise introduction and reference that s perfect for anyone with no previous
background in the subject this book gives you a solid understanding of statistics without being too simple yet without the
numbing complexity of most college texts you get a firm grasp of the fundamentals and a hands on understanding of how to
apply them before moving on to the more advanced material that follows each chapter presents you with easy to follow
descriptions illustrated by graphics formulas and plenty of solved examples before you know it you ll learn to apply statistical
reasoning and statistical techniques from basic concepts of probability and hypothesis testing to multivariate analysis organized
into four distinct sections statistics in a nutshell offers you introductory material different ways to think about statistics basic
concepts of measurement and probability theory data management for statistical analysis research design and experimental
design how to critique statistics presented by others basic inferential statistics basic concepts of inferential statistics the concept
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of correlation when it is and is not an appropriate measure of association dichotomous and categorical data the distinction
between parametric and nonparametric statistics advanced inferential techniques the general linear model analysis of variance
anova and manova multiple linear regression specialized techniques business and quality improvement statistics medical and
public health statistics educational and psychological statistics unlike many introductory books on the subject statistics in a
nutshell doesn t omit important material in an effort to dumb it down and this book is far more practical than most college texts
which tend to over emphasize calculation without teaching you when and how to apply different statistical tests with statistics in
a nutshell you learn how to perform most common statistical analyses and understand statistical techniques presented in
research articles if you need to know how to use a wide range of statistical techniques without getting in over your head this is
the book you want
Introduction To Biostatistics & Computer Science 2008-09-07 this innovative textbook presents material for a course on
industrial statistics that incorporates python as a pedagogical and practical resource drawing on many years of teaching and
conducting research in various applied and industrial settings the authors have carefully tailored the text to provide an ideal
balance of theory and practical applications numerous examples and case studies are incorporated throughout and
comprehensive python applications are illustrated in detail a custom python package is available for download allowing students
to reproduce these examples and explore others the first chapters of the text focus on the basic tools and principles of process
control methods of statistical process control spc and multivariate spc next the authors explore the design and analysis of
experiments quality control and the quality by design approach computer experiments and cyber manufacturing and digital twins
the text then goes on to cover reliability analysis accelerated life testing and bayesian reliability estimation and prediction a final
chapter considers sampling techniques and measures of inspection effectiveness each chapter includes exercises data sets and
applications to supplement learning industrial statistics a computer based approach with python is intended for a one or two
semester advanced undergraduate or graduate course in addition it can be used in focused workshops combining theory
applications and python implementations researchers practitioners and data scientists will also find it to be a useful resource with
the numerous applications and case studies that are included a second closely related textbook is titled modern statistics a
computer based approach with python it covers topics such as probability models and distribution functions statistical inference
and bootstrapping time series analysis and predictions and supervised and unsupervised learning these texts can be used
independently or for consecutive courses the mistat python package can be accessed at gedeck github io mistat code solutions
industrialstatistics this book is part of an impressive and extensive write up enterprise roughly 1 000 pages which led to two
books published by birkhäuser this book is on industrial statistics an area in which the authors are recognized as major experts
the book combines classical methods never to be forgotten and hot topics like cyber manufacturing digital twins a b testing and
bayesian reliability it is written in a very accessible style focusing not only on how the methods are used but also on why in
particular the use of python throughout the book is highly appreciated python is probably the most important programming
language used in modern analytics the authors are warmly thanked for providing such a state of the art book it provides a
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comprehensive illustration of methods and examples based on the authors longstanding experience and accessible code for
learning and reusing in classrooms and on site applications professor fabrizio ruggeriresearch director at the national research
council italypresident of the international society for business and industrial statistics isbis editor in chief of applied stochastic
models in business and industry asmbi
Statistical Methods And Computer Applications 2009 this unique volume presents the scientific achievements significant
discoveries and pioneering contributions of various academicians industrialist and research scholars the book is an essential
source of reference and provides a comprehensive overview of the author s work in the field of mathematics statistics and
computer science contents databased intrinsic weights of indicators of multi indicator systems and performance measures of
multivariate rankings of systemic objects g p patil s w joshi statistical aspects of sudoku based experimental designs jyotirmoy
sarkar bikas k sinha multi criteria decision making model for optimal selection of recovery facility location and collection routes
for a sustainable reverse logistics network under fuzzy environment j d darbari v agarwal p c jha optimal allocation of sku and
safety stock in supply chain system network k gandhi k goyal a jha j d darbari bi objective optimization model for fault tolerant
embedded systems under build or buy strategy incorporating recovery block scheme r kaur s arora p c jha s madan study of a
problem of annular cylinder under two temperature thermoelasticity with thermal relaxation parameters santwana
mukhopadhyay roushan kumar multi criteria advertisement allocation model of multiple advertisers on a television network g
kaur s aggarwal p c jha computation of maximum likelihood estimates in three parameter weibull for censored data sanjeeva
kumar jha on statistical quality control techniques based on ranked set sampling md sarwar alamand arun kumar sinha rahbar ali
approximate solution for nonlinear oscillator with cubic and quintic nonlinearities jitendra singh fuzzy dea cross efficiency model
for ranking and performance evaluation using ideal and anti ideal decision making units seema gupta k n rajeshwari p c jha
poverty analysis using scan statistic methods arun kumar sinha mukesh kumar joint performance evaluation data envelopment
analysis problem an interactive approach riju chaudhary pankaj kumar garg p c jha stochastic modeling of a repairable system
under different weather conditions s c malik estimation of risk surfaces and identification of district boundaries for tuberculosis in
north eastern indian states sanjeeva kumar jha ningthoukhongjam vikimchandra singh optimal advertisement allocation for
product promotion on television channels a kaul s aggarwal p c jha a gupta fitting linear regressions development and scope
pranesh kumar j n singh the impact of family planning on fertility in jharkhand state dilip kumar spatial analysis of afp
surveillance strategy for polio eradication in india pankaj srivastava arun kumar sinha on the stochastic modeling and analysis of
bloom caster system of continuous casting shop area of an integrated steel plant s k singh a generalized exponential lindley
distribution a mishra binod kumar sah on estimating the urban populations using minimum information arun kumar sinha vijay
kumar ravi b p verma fitting of some statistical distributions of daily precipitation data on north west india nwi regions ranjan
kumar sahoo on systematic sampling strategies for a varying sample size k b panda estimation of measurement variance under
two stage sampling estimation of population mean pulakesh maiti the interior point revolution in mathematical programming and
its place in applied mathematics j n singh combined exponential type estimators of population mean in stratified random
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sampling r pandey k yadav n s thakur an analytical study on fractional fokker planck equation by homotopy analysis transform
method jitendra singh rajeev kumar l primitive words in submonoids of a free monoid shubh narayan singh k v krishna
comparison of the performance of ranked set sampling with the linear regression estimation rahbar ali arun kumar sinha optimal
selection of logistics operating channels for a sustainable reverse supply chain vernika agarwal jyoti dhingra darbari p c jha
reliability measures of a parallel unit system with arbitrary distributions of random variables jitender kumar m s kadyan s c malik
adoption and evolution of foss key factors in the development of the apache server ranjan kumar subhash kumar sukanta deb
android tizen based artificial intelligence techniques for prognosis and diagnosis of electrical machines k v satya bharath sheikh
suhail muhammad priya ranjan performance analysis of quality of service for different service classes in wimax network jokhu lal
neeraj tyagi a review of application of artificial neural network in ground water modeling neeta kumari gopal pathak om prakash
density based outlier detection dbod in data mining a novel approach govind kumar jha neeraj kumar prabhat ranjan k g sharma
enhanced velocity bpso and convergence analysis on dimensionality reduction shikha agarwal r rajesh prabhat ranjan
modification of the android operating system to predict the human body temperature using capacitive touch shubhnkar upadhyay
avadhesh singh kumar abhishek m p singh context aware based clustering in wireless sensor networks a survey santu paul m p
singh j p singh prabhat kumar speech emotion recognition using vowel onset and offset points manish kumar jainath yadav a
novel algorithm for magic squares govind kumar jha neeraj kumar prabhat ranjan a p shakya a note on intelligent street light
system j satheesh kumar c g sreekaviya an overview of test case optimization using meta heuristic approach sushant kumar
prabhat ranjan r rajesh smart city traffic management and surveillance system for indian scenario tarun kumar rohit kumar
sachan dharmender singh kushwaha improving attribute inference attack using link prediction in online social networks ashish
kumar n c rathore a dynamic model on computer virus upendra kumar state of the art in service condition monitoring techniques
of rotary machines krishna kant agrawal shekhar verma g n pandey image segmentation a survey k m pooja r rajesh empirical
reliability modeling of transaction oriented autonomic grid service dharmendra prasad mahato ravi shankar singh performance
degradation of language identification system in noisy environment randheer bagi jainath yadav analysis of software fault
detection and correction processes with log logistic testing effort md zafar imam ishrat jahan ara n ahmad skewness removal of
leach protocol for wireless sensor networks vishal gupta m n doja a novel approach for fast handoff in wlan mithilesh patel
bhavna singh sonam gupta anurag jajoo pavan kumar mishra facial expression recognition using histogram of oriented gradients
jyoti kumari r rajesh cloud computing comparative study own server vs cloud server surendra kumar singh mobile and gis
framework for plantations and nursery e plantations shailesh kumar shrivastava s k mahendran internet traffic classification a
survey gargi srivastava m p singh prabhat kumar j p singh comprehensive study of search engine sarowar kumar kumar abhishek
abhay kumar m p singh a survey on social networks issues and attacks anubha maurya m p singh reduced rule for banknote
genuinity chhotu kumar anil kumar dudyala a study on medical diagnosis based on inter valued fuzzy cluster analysis bhagwan
sahay meena sharmila bhattacharjee readership undergraduate students graduate students and researchers in mathematics
computer science and statistics
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Elements of Statistical Computing 2017-10-19 this textbook on computational statistics presents tools and concepts of
univariate and multivariate statistical data analysis with a strong focus on applications and implementations in the statistical
software r it covers mathematical statistical as well as programming problems in computational statistics and contains a wide
variety of practical examples in addition to the numerous r sniplets presented in the text all computer programs quantlets and
data sets to the book are available on github and referred to in the book this enables the reader to fully reproduce as well as
modify and adjust all examples to their needs the book is intended for advanced undergraduate and first year graduate students
as well as for data analysts new to the job who would like a tour of the various statistical tools in a data analysis workshop the
experienced reader with a good knowledge of statistics and programming might skip some sections on univariate models and
enjoy the various ma thematical roots of multivariate techniques the quantlet platform quantlet de quantlet com quantlet org is
an integrated quantnet environment consisting of different types of statistics related documents and program codes its goal is to
promote reproducibility and offer a platform for sharing validated knowledge native to the social web quantnet and the
corresponding data driven documents based visualization allows readers to reproduce the tables pictures and calculations inside
this springer book
Statistics in a Nutshell 2008-07-25 an accessible introduction to probability stochastic processes and statistics for computer
science and engineering applications second edition now also available in paperback this updated and revised edition of the
popular classic first edition relates fundamental concepts in probability and statistics to the computer sciences and engineering
the author uses markov chains and other statistical tools to illustrate processes in reliability of computer systems and networks
fault tolerance and performance this edition features an entirely new section on stochastic petri nets as well as new sections on
system availability modeling wireless system modeling numerical solution techniques for markov chains and software reliability
modeling among other subjects extensive revisions take new developments in solution techniques and applications into account
and bring this work totally up to date it includes more than 200 worked examples and self study exercises for each section
probability and statistics with reliability queuing and computer science applications second edition offers a comprehensive
introduction to probability stochastic processes and statistics for students of computer science electrical and computer
engineering and applied mathematics its wealth of practical examples and up to date information makes it an excellent resource
for practitioners as well an instructor s manual presenting detailed solutions to all the problems in the book is available from the
wiley editorial department
Industrial Statistics 2023-07-18 this book provides an undergraduate introduction to analysing data for data science computer
science and quantitative social science students it uniquely combines a hands on approach to data analysis supported by
numerous real data examples and reusable r code with a rigorous treatment of probability and statistical principles where
contemporary undergraduate textbooks in probability theory or statistics often miss applications and an introductory treatment of
modern methods bootstrapping bayes etc and where applied data analysis books often miss a rigorous theoretical treatment this
book provides an accessible but thorough introduction into data analysis using statistical methods combining the two viewpoints
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the book further focuses on methods for dealing with large data sets and streaming data and hence provides a single course
introduction of statistical methods for data science
Statistics in the Computer Age 1968 this well respected text is designed for the first course in probability and statistics taken by
students majoring in engineering and the computing sciences the prerequisite is one year of calculus the text offers a balanced
presentation of applications and theory the authors take care to develop the theoretical foundations for the statistical methods
presented at a level that is accessible to students with only a calculus background they explore the practical implications of the
formal results to problem solving so students gain an understanding of the logic behind the techniques as well as practice in
using them the examples exercises and applications were chosen specifically for students in engineering and computer science
and include opportunities for real data analysis
Recent Advances in Mathematics, Statistics and Computer Science 2016-06-09 the twenty first century has seen a
breathtaking expansion of statistical methodology both in scope and in influence big data data science and machine learning
have become familiar terms in the news as statistical methods are brought to bear upon the enormous data sets of modern
science and commerce how did we get here and where are we going this book takes us on an exhilarating journey through the
revolution in data analysis following the introduction of electronic computation in the 1950s beginning with classical inferential
theories bayesian frequentist fisherian individual chapters take up a series of influential topics survival analysis logistic regression
empirical bayes the jackknife and bootstrap random forests neural networks markov chain monte carlo inference after model
selection and dozens more the distinctly modern approach integrates methodology and algorithms with statistical inference the
book ends with speculation on the future direction of statistics and data science
Through the Maze 1985 to achieve the complex task of interpreting what we see our brains rely on statistical regularities and
patterns in visual data knowledge of these regularities can also be considerably useful in visual computing disciplines such as
computer vision computer graphics and image processing the field of natural image statistics studies the regular
Basic Elements of Computational Statistics 2018-08-14 the papers assembled in this book were presented at the biannual
symposium of inter national association for statistical computing in neuchcitel switzerland in august of 1992 this congress marked
the tenth such meeting from its inception in 1974 at vienna and maintained the tradition of providing a forum for the open
discussion of progress made in computer oriented statistics and the dissemination of new ideas throughout the statistical
community it was gratifying to see how well the groups of theoretical statisti cians software developers and applied research
workers were represented whose mixing is an event made uniquely possible by this symposium while maintaining traditions
certain new features have been introduced at this con ference there were a larger number of invited speakers there was more
commercial sponsorship and exhibition space and a larger body of proceedings have been published the structure of the
proceedings follows a standard format the papers have been grouped together according to a rough subject matter classification
and within topic follow an approximate aphabetical order the papers are published in two volumes ac cording to the emphasis of
the topics volume i gives a slight leaning towards statistics and modelling while volume ii is focussed more on computation but
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this is certainly only a crude distinction and the volumes have to be thought of as the result of a single en terprise
Probability and Statistics with Reliability, Queuing, and Computer Science Applications 2016-06-30 probability and statistics for
data science math r data covers math stat distributions expected value estimation etc but takes the phrase data science in the
title quite seriously real datasets are used extensively all data analysis is supported by r coding includes many data science
applications such as pca mixture distributions random graph models hidden markov models linear and logistic regression and
neural networks leads the student to think critically about the how and why of statistics and to see the big picture not theorem
proof oriented but concepts and models are stated in a mathematically precise manner prerequisites are calculus some matrix
algebra and some experience in programming norman matloff is a professor of computer science at the university of california
davis and was formerly a statistics professor there he is on the editorial boards of the journal of statistical software and the r
journal his book statistical regression and classification from linear models to machine learning was the recipient of the ziegel
award for the best book reviewed in technometrics in 2017 he is a recipient of his university s distinguished teaching award
Computer Science and Statistics 1981 modern statistics deals with large and complex data sets and consequently with
models containing a large number of parameters this book presents a detailed account of recently developed approaches
including the lasso and versions of it for various models boosting methods undirected graphical modeling and procedures
controlling false positive selections a special characteristic of the book is that it contains comprehensive mathematical theory on
high dimensional statistics combined with methodology algorithms and illustrations with real data examples this in depth
approach highlights the methods great potential and practical applicability in a variety of settings as such it is a valuable
resource for researchers graduate students and experts in statistics applied mathematics and computer science
Statistics for Data Scientists 2022-02-27 this book explores topics in the field of open source software for big data
Teaching of statistics in the computer age 1985 this book is for people who want to learn probability and statistics quickly it
brings together many of the main ideas in modern statistics in one place the book is suitable for students and researchers in
statistics computer science data mining and machine learning this book covers a much wider range of topics than a typical
introductory text on mathematical statistics it includes modern topics like nonparametric curve estimation bootstrapping and
classification topics that are usually relegated to follow up courses the reader is assumed to know calculus and a little linear
algebra no previous knowledge of probability and statistics is required the text can be used at the advanced undergraduate and
graduate level larry wasserman is professor of statistics at carnegie mellon university he is also a member of the center for
automated learning and discovery in the school of computer science his research areas include nonparametric inference
asymptotic theory causality and applications to astrophysics bioinformatics and genetics he is the 1999 winner of the committee
of presidents of statistical societies presidents award and the 2002 winner of the centre de recherches mathematiques de
montreal statistical society of canada prize in statistics he is associate editor of the journal of the american statistical association
and the annals of statistics he is a fellow of the american statistical association and of the institute of mathematical statistics
Computer Oriented Statistical and Optimization Methods 1999-01-01
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Statistics 1995
Introduction to Probability and Statistics 2016-07-21
Computer Age Statistical Inference 2013-12-13
Image Statistics in Visual Computing 1992-08-05
Computational Statistics 1983
Elementary Computer-assisted Statistics 2019-06-21
Probability and Statistics for Data Science 1977
Computers in the Federal Government 1982
Applied Statistics Using the Computer 2011-08-26
Statistics for High-Dimensional Data 1985
Statistics Explained 1982
Applied Statistics Using the Computer 2020
Open Source Software for Statistical Analysis of Big Data 1970
Programmed statistics ... [By] Richard Bellman ... John C. Hogan ... Ernest M. Scheuer 1985
Exploring Statistics with the IBM PC 1968
Introduction to Statistical Procedures: with Computer Exercises 2004-09-17
All of Statistics
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